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Safety first

Read article below
on CO-VID19
updates

SOUTH PARKLANDS - 22/3
Over 90 people attended to our event!!
It was a beautiful early autumn morning, and we enjoyed the shade
under the tall trees. Ben and Toby set the courses, and lots of TJs helped
out.

Cooking up a
storm?

Will we see Shawn
sizzling up some
sausages anytime
soon?

Lewis and Abbie enjoyed spraying arrivals with sanitiser. Des, Jordi,
Keren, Marcus and Lan were at the Rego. Paul manned the Start, and
Ben, Oscar and Doug, the Finish.
Podium placings were gained by:
First: Marcus C, Lenya B, Susanne B, Addi F, Hannah Mc and Archilles B
Second: Addi F, Oscar J and Doug J
Third: Bec C, Ned O, Lottie F and Finlay H
Of special note was the blistering performance of Archilles in the Easy
course. His time of 14:53 was a blistering 6 minutes faster than the
second place getter! Oscar did well too, coming in second, with less
than a minute separating him from Simon Uppill.
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The real
question…

How much did Ned
sell that toilet paper
for on Gumtree??
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CO-VID19 OSA UPDATE
Unfortunately, that was also the last
event for the next few months, thanks
to Covid-19!
All Orienteering events in Australia,
including training sessions, are now
cancelled for the next few months. So,
sadly, no more June long weekend in the
Flinders Ranges!

SO WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Sick of being stuck at home? Why not
download one of the many DIY courses
around Adelaide and beyond from the
OSA website. Also lookout for new
MapRun courses using smartphones and
virtual controls/checkpoints. And ask Ben
about participating in unofficial training
runs.

Social distancing doesn’t mean that you can’t
enjoy orienteering! There’s a virtual- O course
set up in the Botanic Gardens. Anyone can do
it, at anytime, and best on all it’s FREE.
Download the MapRun app, press the green
dot to ‘check sites’ and enter map code:
186224.
Start at the Friends gate, Botanic Drive. It took
me a leisurely 40mins to do the course. You
could print off the map if you prefer but then
you won’t get the satisfying BEEP when you
reach a control, route, results and spilt times.

One day (hopefully soon), it will all be
over, and things will be back to normal. In
the meantime, keep fit and stay safe,
everyone!
Aylwin

Try out one at TreeClimb (map code: 807221)
before it expires on April 30! - Aylwin

TJURINGA ON SOCIAL MEDIA
For all the latest updates and TJ news, follow and like our Facebook
page @tjuringaorienteers and instagram @tjuringa_orienteeringclub.
These pages post more photos and event updates than we could ever
fit in a newsletter!
Our instagram is currently working on some TJ quizzes to do when
you’re bored at home so why not give them a go?
So keep updated, and chuck them a follow!
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SA SPRINT WEEKEND
Shoutout to Evalin for the great
weekend of fun!
The weekend involved a whole range of ages
and abilities from all over the country, our TJs
were up for a hard weekend.
With 5 events and trainings, we were really
pushed to both our physical and mental limits.
Points were accumulated throughout the races
and each category

SA SPRINT CHAMPS

Outstanding overall TJ results from the
weekend:

Waite Uni Campus
Outstanding turnout and effort from TJs at this
event. With nearly 100 entrants, 20 of those
were TJs. Even better still, 12 of us finished in a
podium position.

First - Toby C, Zoe C, Jordi F
Third - Ben C

First - Mitch M, Greg M, Zoe C
Second - Marcus C, Finn J, Ben C
Third - Toby C, Meredith N, Daniel M, Abbie
F, Keren F, Doug J

Some of our TJs after a long day of
training and racing, at Henley Beach
trying to soak up a bit of golden
hour. Some of us even braved the
cold water for a ‘cool off’ in both the
ocean and West Lakes. Mmmmm
yummy.
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2020!

INTERVIEWING TOBY
CAZZOLATO

What’s your favourite food? Milo (hormonal
protein powder)

A COMPARISON FROM 2016

Cool fact about yourself? Just translate
Cazzolato

What’s your favourite food? Rib eye steak
Cool fact about yourself? I can’t stop talking
Funny joke? 9 + 10 = 21

Funny joke? Are you a pole because my
compass is navigating towards you

Favourite quote? “life’s not fair, get used to it”
– Bill Gates

Favourite quote? Don’t cry because its over,
smile because it happened

What’s the best type of chocolate? Haigh’s

What’s the best type of chocolate? Kit Kats

Most unusual thing you have ever eaten?
Prawn Heads

Most unusual thing you have ever eaten?
Frog legs

In four words describe orienteering?
Running around with a-map

In four words describe orienteering? Cross
country for nerds

Do you have any pets? Yes, a cat

Do you have any pets? 2 cats, Nimbus and
Ashley

What would be in your dream sandwich?
I prefer wraps!

What would be in your dream sandwich?
BLT

What’s the worst possible thing that could
happen when you go orienteering? Falling
down a mineshaft

What’s the worst possible thing that could
happen when you go orienteering? You
veer 2km off the map in the Flinders Ranges
and end up walking along the highway

Greatest orienteering achievement?
Coming 3rd in the 2017 Oceania Sprint

Greatest orienteering achievement?
Winning Adelaide sprint camp
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Covid-19 keeping you
indoors?

8. Fine timber
9. Penfold seaside

TRY THIS QUIZ

bottle

Which SA locality or

10.Gepp is not

suburb?

happy

1. North, South and
West wouldn't

11.Skippy's big cay

2. Not a Poor worlde

12.Asian street
vendor

3. Multiply by two

13.Scrambled

4. Some big

Seedling

yellowish areas on
O-Maps

14.Windy Not-windy

5. Fish eggs do not

15.Head of big fish,

lie

cuda's the tail

6. Winner's Port

16.Noah's the king

7. Boring female

Answers on TJ Fb in a
week!

wizard

THROWBACK THURSDAY
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PHOTO ALBUM
SA SPRINT WKEND, SPRINT CHAMPS
+ SOUTH PARKLANDS
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